Explore and experience Japanese, Chinese, Taiwanese and Korean cultures through exciting craft activities, food tasting and dance performances. Family day is a supplement to the Taichung City Da Dun Cultural Exchange Exhibition, on view through Feb. 28.

EVENT SCHEDULE

10 a.m. – 12:30 p.m., JAPANESE SECTION
- Paper Kabuto (Japanese warrior hat) making
- "Uchiwa" fan making - draw your pictures on both sides of fan
- Greetings and counting in Japanese

12:30 – 1 p.m., TAIWANESE SECTION
- Dance performance

1 – 1:30 p.m., CHINESE SECTION
- Mini-Chinese Lesson: The story of 12 Zodiacs

1:30 – 2 p.m., CHINESE AND TAIWANESE SECTION
- Live Gu Zheng music

2 – 3 p.m., CHINESE AND TAIWANESE SECTION
- Chinese New Year’s customs
- New Year’s decorations and calligraphy
- Paper cutting art
- Feather hacky sack
- Traditional Chinese toys demonstration

2 – 3 p.m., KOREAN SECTION
- Language instructions
- Education/Culture

3 – 4 p.m., KOREAN SECTION
- Fashion show
- Korean music and dance performance
- Food tasting

We would like to acknowledge the following co-sponsors:

Jones Korean Dance Group
Korean American Association of San Antonio
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